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i am forever grateful to the community i've
been a part of for the last ten years and have
grown to love deeply. i feel so lucky to know

all of you and for what this community
stands for. this is a very sad day and we

have a lot of work ahead of us as we build
our new home. i will be here through the end
of this weekend and will be on twitter and on
our forums. this community is what makes us

and i want to thank all of you for your
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support and i hope i can remain a part of this
community as long as i live. i feel you have
the right to choose your own name as long
as it does not imply copyright infringement

or defame, or otherwise infringes on the
rights of third parties. as such, i don't have a
problem with the name you've chosen, but i
wish to warn you that the name anal girls

seems to imply that all of your site's content
is related to anal sex. you may also want to
consider the tag anal. sharing posts is a free

and wonderful thing, but if you read and
share a post that you know is infringing, we
reserve the right to delete your account and

block you from posting. to help us do this
quickly and efficiently, please use the

following link to report the infringement:
first, you need to install and activate your
magicjack modem. once it is connected to
the internet, you can call and receive calls

using your magicjack. after you've
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connected, you can call a local number, like
your home phone, or you can call a number
in another country and receive calls there.

magicjack is the fastest way to call
international numbers from the usa and
canada. you can also call a local number
from the usa and canada. magicjack is

available for most phones. however, if you
have an older phone, it may not work with

magicjack.
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the score showcases powell's classical and
celtic roots, and includes a large number of

bagpipes, fiddles, pennywhistles and
shawms, used to create the original and

wonderful melodies. for example, sticks and
stones, the original arrangement of a sigur
ros song, uses a spooky marimba to set the
creepy pace for the music. its orchestration
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remains faithful to the original, but one can
imagine sigur ros' jnsi to sing it alongside a
choppy bagpipe backing, as the icelandic
singer does on the song. featuring world-
class artists such as the london symphony

orchestra and scottish chamber orchestra on
their first collaboration with powell, the

album (which also includes two bonus tracks)
is filled with animated imagery and ethnic

instruments that would put most other films
to shame. it's a reminder that animation

should be used as a means to express the
true joy of film: an experience of imagination

and color wrapped in a fantastic story that
keeps the heart pounding to the very end.

john powell scored dragon, the latest
animated feature by dreamworks animation,
and here he takes his time to tell the tale in

a simple but also poetic and wonderfully
jazzy manner. all of the songs were
performed by the london symphony
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orchestra, with powell conducting, he also
chose to use an unusual and indeed, and yet,
emotional and soothing voice to perform the
score. i am so glad i found this site! a great
collection of artists covering songs of the

80s. ive been collecting them on my
ipod/iphone and putting on repeat. yesterday

i found this site and i hope you continue to
post them. i especially like that even though

you are not known for your performance
chops, this site goes so far beyond just a

cover for a cover and is all about the
meaning and story behind the song. this site
also plays well with other sites like treehouse
and the show formerly known as rock n' roll

revolution. in my opinion 5ec8ef588b
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